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A B S T R A C T

Automatic animal monitoring through Precision Livestock Farming (PLF) tools is a method to support farmers in
achieving farm sustainability. The development of PLF systems requires close interdisciplinary collaboration
between sector experts, farmers, animal scientists and bio-engineers. Labelling is a key activity in the devel-
opment of reliable algorithm to be included in PLF tools. It is a set of procedures that animal experts must
embark to precisely define and interpret detailed variations in measured field signals. This application note will
describe the fundamental aspects of sound and image labelling and how this has enabled the engineering of
useful automated PLF systems.

1. Introduction

Precision Livestock Farming (PLF) tools aim to be fully automated,
continuous management systems that give credible information and
alarms based on continuous monitoring of animals. PLF is defined as:
“the application of process engineering principles and techniques to
livestock farming to automatically monitor, model and manage animal
production” (De Montis et al., 2017; Wathes, 2010). Indeed, PLF tools
convert in real-time animal behaviour and responses captured with
microphones, cameras and sensors into relevant information that en-
ables on-line automated control and monitoring systems. Indeed, the
PLF approach can be easily applied to different management aspects,
focusing both on the environment and on the animals, from the in-
dividual to the entire flock/herd (Wathes, 2010), managing feeding
strategies, controlling growth rate and, monitoring animal activity
(Fontana et al., 2015; Peña Fernández et al., 2015). PLF consists of non-
invasive automated technologies providing early warning for the
identification of animal production, health and welfare problems on
farms (Guarino et al., 2017). The prompt reaction to any change in
health, welfare and productive status is the key for the reduction in
drugs usage and for the improvement of animal wellbeing. (Berckmans
et al., 2015). Developing automated monitoring systems requires data

collected through environmental, remote and wearable animal-based
sensors. The design and implementation of technologies using sounds
and images are hugely interesting since animals are not handled.
Moreover, animals communicate especially through auditory and visual
signals, hence important bio-responses are often behavioural ones
(Houpt, 2011). Indeed, stakeholders often carry out audio-visual
scoring based either on their experience or on science-based protocols
to assess animal health and welfare (Welfare Quality, 2009). Due to
time and cost constraints, the duration and frequency of on-farm visits
are generally limited and, therefore such circumstances do not guar-
antee a proper assessment of all animals. Compared to manual scoring,
PLF also gives an objective and quantitative continuous measure for
several aspects of animal behaviour. As a result, PLF technologies are
becoming more relevant tools, supporting farmers and veterinarians in
their decision making process.

2. Labelling

Animal bio-responses must be identified to develop reliable PLF
monitoring systems. Professional figures such as veterinarians and an-
imal scientists define Gold Standard (reference system) those variables
by which animals’ bio responses are evaluated. Gold Standard
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investigations produce a reference for health and welfare status but are
known to be expensive and difficult to conduct in commercial settings.

These bio-responses give the indication of sounds, images and
parameters that can be used to develop algorithms which are capable to
predict and manage animal health, welfare and production, allowing
farmers to promptly take actions (climate control, feeding strategies,
etc.) in order to solve issues detected at the farm. An algorithm is a step-
by-step procedure for doing calculations and is used for data processing
and automated reasoning. The specific character of algorithms used in
biological processes is that most of them are real-time algorithms since
that living organisms are time-varying and individually different. The
developed algorithm calculate the relation between bio-signals and
“feature variables” in real time and fully automatically, allowing an
automatic monitoring of animal bio responses. The idea of real time
monitoring assumes a simple way to measure a variable that can give an
early warning for the farmer. This simple variable is called “feature
variable”; for example, the feature variable to detect respiratory in-
fection is the number of coughs (Berckmans, 2013). Fundamental for
the development of an algorithm for cough counting is to identify when
exactly a cough is starting and when it is ending rather than the real
number of coughs. This is done through a careful analysis of field data
in an audio-visual way with a specific methodology: counting and
marking coughs (1) directly at the farm; (2) off-line through an audio-
visual marking procedure on the measured data. This activity is called
labelling; it is the detailed manual audio-visual analysis of the feature
variables from collected data to be used as a reference for algorithm
development (Tullo et al., 2013). This is less expensive and easier but
accurate as much as the observation performed at farm level. People
performing labelling procedure are defined “labellers” who are trained
experts that can identify sounds, images and parameters relevant for the
development of animal-based algorithms. Labelling is essential to
translate the knowledge of animal experts into smart algorithms. It is a
unique expertise, core of the PLF tool development that combines an-
imal science with signal interpretation, through a strong inter-
disciplinary collaboration between scientists, farmers, veterinarians
and algorithm engineers.

Labelling involves the identification of beginning, ending and
duration of events in sounds, images and/or sensor data that indicate
animal status. Thus, data (e.g. sounds or images) are carefully labelled
and then engineering teams create an algorithm based on such data-
base. Furthermore, an accurate labelling procedure is the basis for the
development and subsequent validation of reliable algorithms (Porto
et al., 2014). In general, the procedure for the algorithm validation

consists in comparing data automatically obtained from automated
systems with those obtained by manual labelling procedure. During the
validation process the events classified by labellers are considered the
Gold Standard and defined as true positive, while events wrongly
classified by automated systems are considered as false positives
(Arcidiacono et al., 2017). Such parameters are necessary to evaluate
the accuracy, specificity and the sensitivity of the algorithm
(Nasirahmadi et al., 2017).

2.1. Sound labelling

Sound labelling involves the observation, extraction, identification
and classification of individual animal sounds based on the amplitude
or frequency of the sound signal in audio files recorded at farm level
referring to key indicators and Gold Standard. Auditory recognition of
sounds coming from a noisy environment such as the farm is challen-
ging. On farms, feeding systems, gates, environmental enrichments and
animal activity may overlap sounds and vocalisations; furthermore,
acoustic sources may be far from microphones because animals are
moving. Acoustic features of farm buildings may alter sound propaga-
tion due to echoes and reverberations. Due to their discontinuity, it is
quite arduous to filter out all these background noises; therefore, audio
identification depends on the subjectivity of labellers and their accu-
racy in the interpretation/understanding of sounds. For this reason it is
helpful to support listening with visual information about the energy
envelope of sounds recorded. Audio editing software such as Adobe®
Audition™ CS6 provide visual representation of sound waves. The wa-
veforms displayed are used to evaluate audio amplitude or the spectrum
of the sound, which reveals audio frequency (Fig. 1), allowing easily
audio editing operations and labelling. During the listening, it is pos-
sible to zoom in and out in the two domains to visualize the energy
envelope of each sound. When a sound of interest (e.g. a cough, sneeze
or vocalisation) is detected, the labeller can mark it and insert a label
describing the sound. For each sound, the start, the end point and the
duration are automatically recorded.

2.2. Video labelling

Video labelling is the accurate detection of the occurrence of be-
haviours performed by animals. It consists in the manual extraction and
classification of individual frames on a recorded video referring to key
indicators and Gold Standard. Sometimes, the duration of behaviours
may be very short, and the video labelling procedure can be

Fig. 1. Screenshot of Adobe® Audition™ CS6. Waveform
(upper part) and spectral display (lower part) of an audio
file.
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